IMPACT REPORT YEAR-END 2020

STUDENTS
FIRST
YOUR IMPACT IS MORE IMPORTANT THEN EVER BEFORE.
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OUR LEADERSHIP
SMCCC Foundation was built as an organization of hope. An organization that can help students imagine a
brighter future through access to higher education.

Patricia Siguenza
Chair of the Board of Directors
2020 was challenging on many fronts, from the COVID-19 pandemic to the
racial injustices we all witnessed. The struggles our students faced were
real, and through it all, you, their supporters, were able to make a positive
impact on their lives.
I am proud of the efforts made by the Board of Directors over the past year, and I am particularly in awe of the
outpouring of support from our donors and the outcome of those efforts for our students. It gives me great
satisfaction to report that with all of your support, the Foundation’s generous donors helped fund over
$1.7 million in scholarships and emergency funds in FYE 2019-2020. The Foundation’s donors once again
supported over 100 programs such as the Promise Scholars Program Districtwide, The STEM Center at Cañada
College, Project Change at College of San Mateo, and the Surgical Technology Program at Skyline College.
In a year where everyone’s lives were upended, I celebrate and appreciate our San Mateo County community.
In the most trying circumstances, your sustained generosity towards our students, our three colleges, and the
Foundation was essential to our success. I sincerely thank the members of the SMCCCF Board of Directors,
who were committed to devoting their personal time to address our students’ pressing needs. My appreciation
is extended to those who provided counsel, professional guidance, financial support, and personal time to the
Board this past year.
The SMCCC Foundation Board and I remain committed to providing the necessary tools and resources
so more students can continue their education and succeed in their future endeavors. As the pandemic
continues to impact the lives of our students, faculty, staff, and greater community, your support will remain
a cornerstone, ensuring that our students’ future and the vitality of our community is one of hope and bright
outcomes. Today’s students are our future leaders, healthcare workers, teachers, and other contributors to
society. They will carry the torch to help others who come after them succeed.
The Foundation’s objectives include increasing the Board’s role in fostering student success, expanding
Board membership, and continuing a high level of participation from our members. The Foundation Board
appreciates your support of Cañada College, College of San Mateo, and Skyline College. We look forward to
what the future holds as we focus on our goal of enhancing student success.
Sincerely,

Patricia Siguenza
Chair of the Board of Directors
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Tykia Warden
Executive Director
This las year straddled two different realities. The “before” when life was
“normal.” When we had events, enjoyed in-person instruction, and met to
exchange ideas and knowledge. And the “after” of the pandemic, economic
crisis, and physical distance. While the time we are in has been difficult, the
Foundation team and I have looked for the gifts and opportunities to be found
within our challenges.
As a Black woman, I was distraught by the racist events surrounding the African-American community. The brutality
of the justice system that led to several deaths is not new for Black families. Neither is the disproportionate impact
of the COVID-19 economic fallout, illness, and death on people of color. Yet, I am hopeful that the heinous nature of
racism as well as economic, health, and educational inequities have finally caught the attention of America. That this
latest spate of unrest has highlighted the need to implement true change in a way that will finally help us overcome
the glaring legacy of systemic racism that affects so many of our students throughout their careers as well as our
faculty and staff. In that vein, the District has spent much of the last year educating our community about the need
for social justice and equity in higher education.
The past year has brought worldwide change like no other period in our lifetimes. Aided by our outstanding
Information Technology Services Department, our college and Foundation community has made difficult adjustments
to working remotely. However, it is our students who have experienced the most disruption in their lives, unable to
meet their basic needs and impacted by a devastating fire season this past summer.
The majority of our students represent the populations most affected by systemic racism, and economic educational,
and healthcare inequality. I am proud to say that the San Mateo County Community College District and the
Foundation moved quickly, early in the Pandemic, to ensure our students could meet their basic needs while realizing
their educational dreams. Starting last March, the Foundation team has come together to meet our students’
immediate and long-term needs. Just a few of the Foundation’s achievements during this time include:
• Establishing and raising money for a Student Emergency Fund, an Undocumented Student Emergency Fund,
for our students unable to access federal help, and Wildfire Relief Fund, to help students, faculty, and staff
affected by the devastating wildfires this past summer.
• Providing funds for Skyline College Respiratory Care students to pay their licenses so they could treat patients
early in the pandemic.
• Raising new grant funds to support students affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
• Telling alumni and student stories through video, on our website, and in social media.
As I have mentioned before, SMCCC Foundation was built as an organization of hope. An organization that can help
students imagine a brighter future through access to higher education. In this time of great fear and anxiety, the
Foundation remains dedicated to our mission of providing the philanthropic support that ensures students have
access to life-changing higher education at Cañada College, College of San Mateo, and Skyline College. We are here
to do our part in diminishing systemic racism and economic inequality by helping break down barriers to higher
education through philanthropic support. I look forward to continuing the work with you, and I thank you for your
ongoing support of San Mateo County Community Colleges Foundation.
Sincerely,

Tykia Warden
Executive Director
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Michael Claire
Chancellor, SMCCCD
To say that the last year as been a once-in-a-career milestone would be
an understatement. As the world has grappled with the health, societal,
economic and personal impacts of the pandemic, we have faced both
surprising norms and harsh realities together. For the San Mateo County
Community College District, through the heroics of our amazing faculty
and staff and with the resilience of our incredible students, we have
continued the District’s tradition and fulfilled its mission of providing world-class teaching and learning
opportunities for students, supporting them at every step along their
educational journeys.
This year has been marked with many moments of celebration and heartbreak. We have learned together,
struggled together and grown together. The commitment of all District employees and students to not only
survive but attempt to thrive in our new operating environment has been inspirational. So many supporters,
advocates and donors have stepped up to ensure that students continued to get the services and support that
they need. While many of us knew the inequities – social, legal, economic, educational, technological – that are
faced by many in our community, this pandemic has laid bare those stark realities and forced us to confront
those issues to ensure that those barriers are not ones that preclude access to and success at the District’s
colleges.
That’s why we partnered with Second Harvest Food Bank to open two community emergency food distribution
sites – first at College of San Mateo and later at Skyline College – to serve student and community needs.
To date, nearly 3.5 million pounds of food valued at more than $6.5 million has been distributed to more
than 68,000 families. That’s why the District has distributed hundreds of pieces of technology, such as
Chromebooks, hotspots and calculators to students who do not have access to those resources and provided
drive-up Wi-Fi services. And that’s why, through the federal pandemic funding plans, the District distributed
two-thirds of funds received ($12.5 million to date) to directly support students with cash payments to offset
financial hardships due to the pandemic. With this, the District actually allocated significantly more funds than
was required by federal programs, because the SMCCCD is dedicated to ensuring that those students most in
need get the assistance necessary to continue their education and provide for their basic needs, such as food,
housing, course materials, technology, healthcare and child care.
Through this all of the uncertainty of the last 14 months, the Foundation’s donors have remained loyal to our
mission of ensuring that all students are able to realize their educational dreams, regardless of the economic
barriers they may face. Through the Emergency Fund and Undocumented Student Emergency Fund, our
generous supporters have also helped our most vulnerable students meet their basic needs while pursuing
their educational goals, and for that, we are all so grateful.
Our donors, faculty, and staff have made a decision to serve others and there is nothing more noble in my
opinion. You exemplify the core of my beliefs each and every day. I am so proud of our community’s amazing
work and I am grateful and honored to work with you all. I look forward to the day when we can once again
greet each other in person.
Sincerely,

Michael Claire
Chancellor, SMCCCD
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2020 SMCCCF HIGHLIGHTS
For more than 50 years, the San Mateo County Community Colleges
Foundation and the District have helped millions of students realize their
educational dreams. Here is a 2020 overview.
SCHOLARSHIP

funds donated to our
students across the
District:

$1.7 100

+

MILLION

OUR STUDENTS | DEGREES & CERTIFICATES:

34,961
Skyline College

15,561 attended

College of San Mateo

11,349

34%
Hispanic/
Latino

23%

White,
Non-Hispanic

Cañada College

FIRST GENERATION
college students

3,488
386

STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS:

18%
Asian

9%

Filipino

6%

1,120
INTERNATIONAL

students

6%

Unknown

3%

Black,
Non-Hispanic

2%

Pacific
Islander

Multi-Ethnic

attended

49%

supported throughout
our school District

PROGRAMS of study:

students attended
our colleges

17,240 attended

PROGRAMS

39%
of students
were age

18-22

.2%

Native
American/
Alaskan Native

OVER

10K

LOW-INCOME
students

SMCCC FOUNDATION STUDENT
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
Aimee Kanadjian,
student at Cañada
College
Aimee Kanadjian describes
her high school experience
as really tough. “I didn’t have
the support I needed and I
didn’t succeed academically
at all. I didn’t have any big
plans or dreams for the future and I didn’t get into any
of the colleges where I applied.” Feeling aimless and
unsupported, she decided to give community college a
try thinking *as it turns out, correctly* that she would
have better opportunities and better success.
The daughter of immigrants — her father is Armenian
and grew up in Ethiopia and her mother is originally
from Japan — Aimee was raised locally in San Carlos
“My dad was sponsored to come to the US for his
education and lucky enough to go to UC Irvine as a
first-generation college student. Growing up, he always
told me that an education was the best investment that
anyone can make.” Her experiences at Cañada College
have shown Aimee the truth in her father’s value for
education.
In August 2019, Aimee started on her journey in higher
education as a Promise Scholar at Cañada College.
She learned about the program from a Cañada College
representative who spoke to her high school class, and
through word of mouth from a friend who had started
attending the college the year before. Aimee’s tuition,
fees, and books are paid through the Scholars Promise
Program, partially funded by Foundation donors. She
also has access to counselors to help ensure she is on
the right path graduation and transfer to a university.
“I don’t want to imagine a world without Promise — no
one is ever going to love me as much as the Promise
Scholars Program does! I don’t have to stress about
classes or books and I have more time to purely focus
on school, which is amazing!”
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Thanks to almost two years at Cañada college, Aimee
now has an academic and career path, and dreams
for the future. “Having so much support, and having
such a good time and career resources, I am prepared
to do the things I want to do and have a career.” As a
result of her time at Cañada College and the Promise
Scholars Program, she is preparing to transfer to a
four-year university to make her dreams happen. She
plans to study psychology at a UC and continue on for
her Masters Degree in speech pathology.
After a rough time in high school, Aimee has been on
the Dean’s List every semester at Cañada College. She
is in the honors program and is a Student Senator with
the Associated Students of Cañada College. In that
role, she plans and hosts events, meets with faculty
members, is on the professional development and task
force committees, and is part of the campus inclusion
initiative. “I’m really excited about my future and my
dreams. I have succeeded today because of all the
resources that were available to me at Cañada College,
and through the Promise Scholars Program and other
help I received. I am grateful for all the help I received
and to my parents, who taught me to value education
and hard work.”

ANNUALLY, OVER

850

students at Cañada College,
College of San Mateo, and
Skyline College receive scholarships from
Foundation Funds. Our donors’ generosity
in providing this financial assistance helps
our students achieve their academic and
career dreams.

Mario Guzman,
student at Skyline
College
At the age of 16, Mario
Guzman had to rebuild
himself. He had just
moved to the United
States and in this new
and unfamiliar country
he had to attend high
school, learn English, find friends, and imagine a future
for himself. It was a challenge for him to start over. He
had to regain confidence in himself and figure out what
he was going to do with his life.
Mario was born in El Salvador and raised by his mother,
a teacher. He had a happy early childhood until the
gangs came to his city. He and his mother moved to
another city, until the gangs arrived there too and it
was no longer safe. “We did this another three or four
times — we would move somewhere smaller and safer
and then the gangs would show up in our town or city,
so we moved again. It was really important for my mom
that we avoid conflict areas. She wanted to make sure
I got a good education and didn’t join a gang with a
dead-end future where I could get killed.”
By the time he reached high school, Mario and his
mother were living in relative safety with his aunt and
cousins. “I loved high school in El Salvador. I enjoyed
learning, did well academically, and I was president of
my class. I also traveled around the country playing
volleyball. I felt really great.” High school was also
where Mario fell in love for the first time — with art and
visual communication. “I took a graphic design class
and it was an amazing experience to know at age 15
what I wanted to do with the rest of my life.”
Mario’s idyllic time in high school ended abruptly at
age 16, with the murder of his cousin Francisco. “I was
close with Francisco. When he wouldn’t join a gang,
they shot him and other people at the car wash where
he worked. I was really scared because I was the next
target.” When the gangs told him he was next if he
didn’t join and then threatened his family, the Guzman

family decided it would be best for Mario to come to
the United States and live with his aunt.
“I graduated Oceana High School in Pacifica, but I was
overwhelmed with the college system here and my
grades were not as good as I would have liked. Once
I turned 18 I didn’t want to be a burden on my aunt
financially and I didn’t know how I was going to pay
for college.” Mario had heard about Skyline College
through his high school counselor and representatives
from the college, who also shared information about
the Promise Scholars Program. Within a couple of
months of starting at Skyline College as a Studio
Art major, he had taken further steps towards his
career goals by applying for a position as a student
graphic designer in Skyline College’s Marketing,
Communications, and Public Relations office.
“The Promise Scholars Program was one of the best
things for me. I don’t have to worry about the financial
part of college and I can meet with the counselors
who have been very helpful. I feel like I’m not alone.”
Mario’s Promise counselors and his peers in the
marketing office encouraged him to apply for other
scholarships. He has been awarded the David E. Fisher,
Skyline Student Success, and SMCCC Foundation
scholarships.
During the pandemic, Mario also received Foundation
Emergency Funds, and Mario now has options and is
clearer about steps he needs to take to move forward
in his education and professional career. He plans
to transfer to a UC (he has already been accepted to
UC Santa Cruz) to study web and interactive design.
His dream is to work in high tech, in a startup, or in
a community college marketing office. Eventually he
would like to own his own design studio and teach
college classes. “I am grateful for the scholarships I
have received and for the Foundation’s donors who
have helped me achieve my dreams. Their help really
allows students to dream big and get comfortable with
what they are going to do with their lives. I was lost
and I found my place and I got to the point that I’m
comfortable with myself and the things I’m doing and
the path I’m taking.”
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Adrian Afif is a true
testament to the power
and effectiveness of
the San Mateo County
Community College
District and, indeed,
the community college
system in California.
Adrian had a typical upbringing in a Middle Eastern
family — his mother is Persian and his father is
Lebanese. A native to the Peninsula, he attended
Carlmont High School in Belmont. “I wasn’t into
education in high school so I didn’t work very hard. I
didn’t understand my own potential. I didn’t feel like I
had a lot of support at school.” Both of Adrian’s parents
are college graduates, who had moved to the U.S. right
before high school. While they tried to motivate him to
do well in high school and continue his education, their
experiences as immigrants were so very different from
Adrian’s and they had a hard time supporting him in
the way that he needed.
After applying to several colleges, Adrian was
disappointed when he wasn’t accepted at any of his
choice schools. “I wound up going to California State
University, Chico for college because it was the only
school where I was accepted. I wasn’t sure what I was
doing.” Following a year of uncertainty, Adrian realized
he wasn’t on the right path and he returned home to
the Bay Area.
When he left Chico State and moved back to the
Peninsula, Adrian and his partner decided to live
together independently of his parents. He chose to
attend College of San Mateo (CSM) and Cañada
College. “I needed to figure out my direction, what I
was going to do with the rest of my life. I chose CSM
and Cañada College because they were close to home
and there were so many job opportunities and I wanted
to make sure I could be independent. CSM also had the
program I was interested in.”
Once Adrian had made his choice to attend CSM
and Cañada College, he knew he had made the right
decision for his life and his future. “There is this
amazing support system here. They want students
to succeed. From the day I applied, I started getting
emails about jobs.” As a member of the Associated
Students of Cañada College, Adrian was encouraged to
apply for scholarships by his advisor, Michiko Kealoha,
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who also wrote a letter of recommendation for him.
“This was the first time I ever received scholarships! It
gave me confidence and showed me that my hard work
really paid off. I felt recognized and the scholarships
helped support my education. Receiving scholarships
encouraged me to apply to my dream universities for
transfer. I’m really grateful to the donors!” Adrian is the
recipient of the Lois Mueller Memorial Scholarship and
the GB & HB Endowed Scholarship.
Adrian also works on campus as a Promise Scholars
Program Ambassador, which gives him the opportunity
to reach out to high school students, host virtual
events, and connect with students to ensure they are
meeting with their counselors and receiving necessary
information. Even though he is not a Promise Scholar
himself (the program is only open to first time college
students), Adrian has expressed gratitude for the
support he receives from the program because of his
role as an ambassador. During the current pandemic,
Adrian was also hired as a Peer Mentor for the ¡ESO!
Adelante Program which supports Latino and lowresourced students in their transfer pathway to San
Francisco State University.
When asked about his plans for the future, Adrian now
feels hopeful. He is studying filmmaking and will be
transferring to a four-year institution in the fall to focus
on screenwriting. “So far I’ve gotten into every college
where I have applied, including UC Irvine, UC Davis,
CSU Long Beach, and Chapman University. I’m still
waiting on UCLA, USC, and Stanford. I’m so grateful
to CSM, Cañada College, and the Foundation’s donors.
I couldn’t have done this without all the help and
support I received.”
One last note, Adrian has been hired by the Foundation
to create a series of videos highlighting our scholarship
recipients!

“

“

Adrian Afif, student at
College of San Mateo
and Cañada College

“Adrian Afif is a true testament to the
power and effectiveness of the San
Mateo County Community College
District and, indeed, the community
college system in California.”

DONOR SPOTLIGHTS
Thank You to All Our Donors! In year-end 2020, our donors contributed nearly $3 million to support student
scholarships and college programs. Without our donors’ support, many of our students would not be able to
attend college and reach their dreams of a better life for themselves and their families.

Genentech | Kristin
Campbell Reed,
Executive Director,
Genentech
Foundation
Genentech is one of the
Foundation’s newest
corporate supporters.
Kristin Campbell Reed,
executive director of the Genentech Foundation shared
the company’s corporate giving philosophy and why
they’ve chosen to support SMCCCD students and the
Foundation:
Can you share a bit about Genentech’s philanthropy?
“Giving back has been a core element of Genentech’s
culture since our founding 45 years ago. Our approach
to giving is guided by our vision to improve the
health and wellbeing of all patients and create a
future of science that is more diverse, inclusive, and
equitable. Through charitable contributions, strategic
partnerships, and employee volunteerism, we aim to
build a more representative scientific and medical
workforce, address disparities in healthcare, and tackle
critical issues in the communities where we live and
work.”
How does SMCCC Foundation reflect Genentech’s
values/priorities?
“The Genentech Foundation is committed to creating
sustainable career pathways into the scientific and
medical fields for communities who have historically
lacked access. We recognize the vital role that the
San Mateo County Community College District plays
in supporting underrepresented groups, particularly
low-income students of color, many of whom are first
generation college students.
In addition to the efforts of the Genentech Foundation,
Genentech believes in investing in the next generation
of scientists, innovators, and critical thinkers here at
home. Helping current or aspiring community college
students in San Mateo County is a natural extension of

Futurelab, our STEM education initiative that supports
all 9,000 K-12 students in the South San Francisco
Unified School District and gets them excited to learn
about science, improves their college readiness, and
inspires them to pursue careers in STEM fields.”
Why did you want to invest in SMCCCD students?
How will your contribution help support academic/
professional success?
“Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, up to 50% of local
community college students faced food insecurity
and 17% experienced homelessness. We know that
these numbers have only been exacerbated by the
devastating effects of the past year. Efforts like
SMCCCF’s emergency fund are crucial to helping
students continue in their educational pathways as
they provide critical support to meet their nutritional
and housing needs. For us, it was imperative to support
this type of high impact intervention.”
In considering your contribution, what are you most
proud of (or hopeful about)?
“Community colleges play an integral role not only in
California’s postsecondary education ecosystem but
in the state’s workforce—particularly in STEM fields
and emergency service positions like nurses, police
officers, firefighters and EMTs. Providing community
college students with the support they need to stay on
track is critical for COVID-19 recovery efforts and our
state economy. We’re so impressed with the SMCCC
Foundation’s commitment to helping students realize
their academic and career dreams, and we are very
proud to be a partner in their emergency fund with the
goal of supporting 1,500 students, including DACA
students, to address emerging equity gaps and build
resiliency in our communities.”
How do you see the future of your relationship with
the Foundation?
“We recognize the critical role the SMCCC Foundation
plays in ensuring that students who face multiple
barriers to college completion are able to persist and
succeed. We look forward to exploring additional
opportunities to partner with the Foundation to
continue to support these students.”

SMCCCD Trustees on the Foundation
Board of Directors

Every two years, two members of the SMCCCD Board
of Trustees are appointed to sit on the Foundation’s
Board of Directors. This enduring relationship
enhances the connection between the District and
the Foundation, and reinforces SMCCCF’s mission of
serving the students and Cañada College, College of
San Mateo, and Skyline College. These trustees also
help strengthen the bond between the two entities,
illustrating strong support for the Foundation’s
mission.
This year, Maurice Goodman and John Pimentel serve
on the Foundation’s Board of Directors.
Maurice Goodman
Maurice Goodman
was elected to the
District’s Board of
Trustees in November
2015 and served as
Board President in 2019.
He is the first African
American to serve on the
Board and, as a former
student leader and
product of the District, brings a unique perspective to
the already progressive and student-centered team.
Maurice is a father and husband, and worked as a
legal paraprofessional for nearly a decade prior to
turning to a career in educational leadership and youth
development.
After completing degrees in Administration of Justice
and Paralegal Studies at Skyline College, Maurice
went on to California State University, East Bay and
received a Bachelor’s degree in Criminal Justice. He
currently works as an educator and was elected to two
terms of office on the South San Francisco Unified
School District Board of Trustees, where he served
as President twice. Maurice’s volunteer experience
includes work with the Red Cross, South San Francisco
Host Lions Club, North San Mateo County Boys &
Girls Club, and Operation Genesis. He is a passionate
advocate for all students, with a focus on the
underserved students and families in our community.
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John Pimentel
John Pimentel cofounded and managed
several businesses in
the renewable energy
and sustainability field.
His companies built over
$1.5 billion in renewable
energy infrastructure that
annually displaces the
equivalent CO2 of over 100,000 cars. Prior to being an
environmental entrepreneur, John worked with Bain &
Company, a strategic management consulting firm.
In the 1990’s John was California’s Deputy Secretary
for Transportation overseeing Caltrans, Highway
Patrol/State Police, and parts of the DMV. In that role
he helped manage the rapid rebuilding of Southern
California’s freeways after the 1994 Northridge
Earthquake, served on the Bay Conservation and
Development Commission, and was Director of the
Executive Fellows Program.
John was the Governor’s Higher Education Advisor
providing analysis on legislative and budget matters
related to UC, CSU, and community colleges. He began
government service as an Assembly Fellow. He was the
student body president and Student Trustee for San
Joaquin Delta Community College District.
In 2020, John was elected to represent Area 5
(including Redwood City, East Palo Alto, North Fair
Oaks and Menlo Park) on the San Mateo County
Community College District Board of Trustees.
Currently John serves on the boards of the Redwood
City Police Activities League, the Ravenswood
Education Foundation, the Delta College Foundation,
and the Ravenswood Little League. John is also on
the City of Menlo Park’s Housing Commission and
he serves as an alternate on the San Mateo County
Democratic Central Committee.
He has been a mentor at Menlo-Atherton High School,
a parent representative at the Castilleja School, a
volunteer at Encinal Elementary School, a Big Brother,
and a youth sports coach in Menlo Park and East Palo
Alto.
A first-generation college student, John graduated
from Harvard Business School, University of California,
Berkeley, and San Joaquin Delta Community College.
He lives in Menlo Park with his wife of 20 years and 3
children.

helps you keep moving forward.”
In considering your contribution, what are you most
proud of (or hopeful about)?

Jay Paul Company | Maia Harris,
Special Projects Manager
Jay Paul Company has been a perennial supporter of
the Foundation’s Golf Tournament. Maia Harris, the
company’s Special Projects Manager, shared why
philanthropy is central to Jay Paul Company’s culture
and how that has influenced support for SMCCCD
students and the Foundation:
Can you share why philanthropy is important for Jay
Paul Company?

“Knowing that scholarship support gives community
members the opportunity to prosper, and our entire
community thrives as a result. This quote from a
scholarship recipient highlighting the Foundation’s
impact “The scholarships I’ve received have been lifechanging. I’ve been given the confidence to know that
I would be safe and successful in my college career
without having to worry about how I would pay for
school,” confirms that.”
How do you see the future of your relationship with
the Foundation?
“We love to cultivate partnerships throughout our
community and meaningful contributions. We think the
Promise Scholars Program, which provides students
with comprehensive support including full tuition for
up to three years, textbook support, academic support,
dedicated counseling, and career development, is
particularly compelling. We want to increase our
support of the program.”

“Jay Paul Company is committed to positively
impacting the communities where we live and work.
Our support is primarily focused on transformative
programs, activities, and educational outcomes for
local youth. Our biggest contributions have been
made in support of education initiatives through
organizations like SJ Aspires, Reading Partners, Boys
& Girls Club of the Peninsula, The Peninsula College
Fund, Magical Bridge Foundation, Redwood City
Education Foundation, and SMCCCF.”
How does SMCCC Foundation reflect Jay Paul
Company’s values/priorities?
“The Foundation’s programs and scholarships help
students with access to and financial support of a
post-secondary education. These opportunities are
foundational to a person’s well-being, quality of life,
career progress and societal progress.”
Why did you want to invest in SMCCCD students?
How will your contribution help support academic/
professional success?
“We know many students do not lack ability—they
lack access. Seeing students inspired to achieve their
dreams and overcoming financial barriers with the
support of SMCCC aligns with our mission. Education
is an important step in staying competitive and
enhancing your skills. Whether you are starting out in
your career or returning to continue to build upon your
years of experience, pursuing educational instruction
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Dr. Patricia L. Griffin,
SMCCCD Retiree
Donor, Endowment
Fund Donor, and
SMCCCF Board
Member
Patricia Griffin has
dedicated much of her
career and all of her
retirement years to supporting students in the San
Mateo County Community College District. Starting
in 1990, she spent 16 years as the Vice President of
Student Services at College of San Mateo. During
that time, every CSM senior administrator shared a
common “students first” goal. “I felt very supported in
pursuing and developing a vision for student services
around access, support, and success. I am pleased that
I was given a free hand in expanding and developing
student services at CSM.”
Leading and expanding the Student Services division
at CSM naturally led Patricia to examine student
support holistically. Through that lens she came to
understand the fundamental importance of providing
financial support for community college students.
She became a donor herself soon after she began her
position at CSM and continues to be a keen advocate
for helping students overcome the financial barriers to
completing community college.
“At community colleges we welcome everyone. The
main focus of our faculty and staff is supporting our
students in a variety of ways so that they can complete
college. Many students are first-generation students,
need financial support, or leave college to work and
come back when they can. For a lot of these students,
financial support makes all the difference. If they have
to worry about putting food on the table, supporting
their families, paying rent, caring for children, etc.,
education falls far down on the list of concerns. It is
not enough that students come to community colleges.
They have to stay in order to succeed.”
The community college system is a thread that has
been woven into Patricia’s life since childhood. Her
dedication to community college students, indeed,
has historic roots. Patricia came to know the value of
a community college education through her mother,
Marie Sexsmith Griffin, who graduated high school
during the Great Depression. Community college (or
“junior college” as it was known then) was the only
avenue available to help her realize her career dreams.
It was her degree from Flint Junior College that gave
Patricia’s mother the ability to go on to the University
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of Michigan, become a public health nurse, and
eventually set up a community college scholarship to
help others succeed in higher education.
Patricia herself took courses at her local community
college as part of an intensive academic program
during high school. She eventually earned her
Bachelor’s Degree, Master’s Degree, and Doctorate.
After a few years teaching and counseling in secondary
schools, Patricia shifted her focus to community
colleges where she spent the majority of her career in a
variety of roles including teaching, counseling, running
programs, and serving as a director and dean.
During her tenure at CSM, expanding and deepening
the scholarship program for CSM students became
a calling and led Patricia to collaborate with the
Foundation. In the 1990s, SMCCCF was a very small
operation that trusted Patricia’s active and engaged
partnership to realize her vision. In her zeal to provide
students with financial opportunities, she engaged
with the Associated Students to develop more
scholarships for incoming high school students and
with her colleagues to develop pathways for student
success that included financial support.
Retirement has given Patricia time and resources to
continue her commitment to supporting students.
She established an endowed fund — the Patricia
L. Griffin Scholarship Fund — in 2006, to which she
regularly contributes. “I chose to create an endowed
fund because it lives in perpetuity. The initial donation
and subsequent contributions are invested and only
the income from the investments is used to fund
scholarships. I know that I’m helping students today
and will continue to support the District’s students
after I’m gone.” Patricia was also recruited to the
SMCCCD Retirees group, which she enthusiastically
joined. Through the Retirees group, which meets for
both fun and serious activities, Patricia and her retiree
colleagues have continued the work of acquiring
scholarship funds for students at Cañada College,
College of San Mateo, and Skyline College. “The group
appealed to the deep commitment I already had, so I
joined in. I spent half my administrative time at CSM
working on behalf of students and the other half of my
time as as a retiree doing the same thing!”
As Patricia envisioned in her original collaboration with
the Foundation, SMCCCF today boasts an expanded
team that is integral to the colleges. She has joined the
Foundation’s Board of Directors as a representative
of the Retirees group, in part to help ensure that the
scholarships programs she worked so hard to expand
all those years ago, continue to support students into
the future.

Dr. Michal Foriest
Settles and
Mr. William Calvin
Settles, Named Fund
Scholarship Donors
Inspired by a scholarship
challenge posed by
North Central University
President Scott Hagen,
Dr. Michal Foriest Settles and husband William Calvin
Settles created the George Floyd Justice Fund at San
Mateo County Community Colleges Foundation. Mr.
Floyd, an unarmed African American man, was killed
by police during an arrest in Minneapolis in May 2020.
Educational institutions across the country have
created memorial scholarships to promote awareness
of racial inequities and support emerging leaders who
are passionate about bettering their communities.
When Dr. Settles, a professor of Human Resources,
Retirement Planning, and Organizational Behavior, first
heard about the George Floyd scholarship movement,
she and William immediately stepped up. “We’ve always
invested in scholarships so we researched several
campuses to find a place where we could contribute to
the cause. We decided to create an opportunity here in
San Mateo because of the diversity in this community.”
The scholarship will help first-time or returning
students, with a track record of social justice
volunteerism, pay tuition. Through an ongoing
campaign, the Settles will encourage other donors
to support promising leaders who can take bold
steps toward racial justice at College of San Mateo.
“Investing in education and equity improves the
climate on campus for everyone. And when students
graduate they’ll be prepared to recognize and change
racialized disparities in our community.”
Dr. Jennifer Taylor-Mendoza, President of College of
San Mateo and former community college student,
understands the significance of improving outcomes
for first generation college students of color: “The
death of George Floyd set off an urgent national and
much needed call to action to address systemic racial
inequities. The George Floyd Justice Fund strives for
equity as it supports student leaders who themselves
are social justice advocates. Through philanthropic
efforts like this scholarship, we promote education for
all, now and beyond as we intentionally uplift students
in our communities who are committed to giving back
in meaningful, consequential ways.”
To make a contribution to the George Floyd Justice
Fund visit foundation.smccd.edu/donate.php.
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SPECIAL TRIBUTE
TO THOMAS C. MOHR

Tom Mohr
In honor of her beloved husband, Tom, Sandy Mohr
generously established the Thomas C. Mohr Memorial
Scholarship to support students throughout the
San Mateo County Community College District. The
scholarship is a touching memorial to Tom’s long
relationship with the District and its three colleges.
It will be awarded to students who have overcome
significant obstacles to achieve their educational goals,
particularly those in the Guardian Scholars and Project
Change programs.
A former educator herself, Sandy, like Tom, recognizes
that so many young people don’t receive the start in life
that can propel them to success. “When Tom became
part of the SMCCCD, he realized that the young people
attending Cañada College, College of San Mateo, and
Skyline College really needed additional support to
complete college, begin their careers, and look forward
to their lives ahead. This scholarship is focused on
students who might not otherwise receive financial
aid, such as those with a low grade point average. He
would be delighted that these young people will receive
the help they need to succeed in college. We often
forgot that there are many outside influences which
affect whether students need financial assistance and
I’m thrilled to be able help in this way, in his name.”
Tom’s life was filled with family and friends who loved
and cherished him and who he loved and supported.
He was a mentor to countless teachers and educational
professionals throughout this District and the county,
an advocate for equity, diversity, fairness, and social
justice, and a man of deep integrity and compassion.
He was a true humanitarian.
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Over the course of his life, Tom served as President
of Cañada College for six years, an SMCCCD Trustee
for four years, and a member of the SMCCCF Board
of Directors for three years. Tom had unwavering
principles in protecting and promoting the needs
of underserved, disadvantaged, and marginalized
people throughout the community and he never lost
sight of the need to have tough conversations and
make difficult decisions in order to do the right thing
to help people. Always a perpetual student, Tom was
a voracious reader and consumer of information
and he was learning until his last day. In those rare
moments of quiet time, Tom enjoyed watching Cal
football, hiking, exploring the coast, fishing, playing
with his dog, connecting with friends and, of course,
consuming any desserts or sweet foods that he could
get his hands on.
Tom is greatly missed by all who knew him at the
Foundation and throughout the District.
To donate to the Thomas C. Mohr Memorial
Scholarship, visit foundation.smccd.edu/donate,
click “Other” in the “Designation” drop box, and write
“Thomas C. Mohr Memorial Scholarship” in the “other
designation” box.

PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY
THE FOUNDATION

Educational equity and access are the philosophical and cultural bedrocks of the San Mateo County Community
College District and SMCCC Foundation. EOPS | CARE | FYSI at Cañada College (and throughout the District)
reflect those principles in a concrete way on a daily basis.
EOPS: Extended Opportunity Programs and Services
CARE: Cooperative Agencies Resources for Education
FYSI: Foster Youth Success Initiative
“Academics were hard for me. I wasn’t a good student. I had no vision or dream of what I wanted to do with my
future. I felt hopeless. Being part of the EOPS program helped me find direction at Cañada College.”
“My family came to this country ten years ago. I was a single mother with three small children, little money, and
no career prospects. Applying for EOPS and CARE led me to dream beyond just taking ESL classes to an Associate
Degree and then to transfer to SFSU to earn a degree in Psychology, so I can help other women like myself.”
“I was homeless and living in a shelter. Without EOPS and CARE in my corner from the very beginning, I wouldn’t
have had the opportunity to achieve academic success at Cañada College.”
“Although I was accepted to four-year universities out of high school, I wasn’t able to go because my mom needed
me to help her financially and with my younger siblings. I was feeling depressed about letting go of a goal I had
planned all during high school. It was hard. But once I came to Cañada College, EOPS helped me to understand my
options and showed me that transferring was not only possible but financially within my grasp.”
Many students face significant barriers that can prevent them from reaching their academic dreams. EOPS and
CARE are state-funded programs that provide the extra support these students need to succeed in college and
in life.
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EOPS was enacted into law in 1969 with Senate Bill
164. This cornerstone program was established within
the California Community College system to enhance
and expand existing services provided by the college
that would be “over and above, and in addition to” in
order to increase graduation and transfer rates.
The roots of the EOPS program harken back to the
civil rights movement and the turbulent social unrest
of the 1960s, when awareness of the needs for social
equity in every facet of life could no longer be ignored.
EOPS was conceived as a way to equalize educational
opportunities for students who were both educationally
and economically disenfranchised to successfully
create a future through educational and life-skills
development. The intent was for EOPS to foster the
identification, recruitment, retention, and educational
stimulation of students affected by language,
social, or economic disadvantages. The first EOPS
programs were established at 46 community colleges.
Today, EOPS exists at all 116 community colleges in
California.

have been limited in meeting their own educational
challenges.
Additional support is provided to students who are
single parents through the CARE Program, established
in 1982 as a supplemental component of EOPS. The
program provides educational support services and
activities for single head-of-household students who
receive county cash aid assistance (CalWORKs/
TANF). It is designed to help break the welfare cycle
by offering additional support to students who want
to receive college-level career training or complete
specific educational programs.
Every year, 4,000 youth age out of the foster system in
California. These former foster youth need particular
attention and help to become self-sufficient. FYSI at
Cañada College is part of the California Community
College Chancellor’s Office statewide outreach and
retention efforts to develop a supportive and smooth
transition for students from foster care. Under the
umbrella of EOPS, FYSI’s purpose is to increase
the number of former foster youth graduating from
a community college with an Associate Degree or
vocational training, and/or transferring to a four-year
university.
The Foundation is proud to support EOPS |CARE |
FYSI at Cañada College (and also at College of San
Mateo and Skyline College) by housing funds to which
donors can contribute. Future collaborations include a
dedicated fundraising page.

Nickel and the Nail is the official symbol of EOPS. The
story goes like this: years ago, a young man in the deep
South was walking down a dusty road to visit a lady
friend, all too aware that the nickel in his pocket was
all he had in the world. That emptiness tore away at his
self-esteem. But, as he walked, he noticed two gnarled
horseshoe nails that were twisted together and lying
by the road. He picked them up and put them in his
pocket, and as the metal jingled against his meager
fortune, the young man walked a little straighter, with
a little more pride and dignity. It is important to have
“something to jingle.” EOPS works to enhance selfesteem, foster pride and dignity, and motivate people
to more effectively define and pursue career goals.
The nails are twisted into a puzzle, suggesting the
problem has yet to be unraveled for helping people
who, by circumstances of the society in which we live,
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“Our students are strong, hopeful, brave, and
tenacious. With help, they can achieve their academic
and career dreams. Our entire EOPS|CARE|FYSI team
is here for them to answer their questions about EOPS
services, and school and community resources.” —
Lorraine Barrales-Ramirez, counselor and coordinator
EOPS|CARE|FYSI

College of San Mateo Football
Program – Go Bulldogs!
There’s nothing like the feeling of team and school
pride when you’re sitting in the stands and cheering
your own college football team on to victory!
Unless you’re playing the game yourself.
Just ask some of the NFL players who are proud that
they started their illustrious sports careers playing for
the Bulldogs. CSM’s Football program counts among
its notable alumni sports stars and legends including
Julian Edelman (New England Patriots), Ryan
Boschetti (Washington Redskins), Albert Tuipulotu
(Pittsburgh Steelers), Keala Keana’aina (Cleveland
Browns), Devin Wyman (New England Patriots), Paul
Bradford (San Diego Chargers), Pat McGuirk (San
Francisco 49ers), and Bill Ring (San Francisco 49ers).
At College of San Mateo, athletic development rests on
three pillars: discipline, consistency, and old-fashioned
hard work. Within those pillars, the Football program
prides itself on developing athletes in the classroom, in
the weight room, and on the field. It is a comprehensive
program that also ensures athletes receive the quality
academic education CSM provides. The Bulldogs play
in the Bay 6 Conference which is arguably the toughest
conference in the state. In 2019, they were the Northern
California Champions and finished the season ranked
2nd in the nation!

students, inclusive and respectful of diverse
backgrounds through participation in the varsity
athletics program. The Athletics Department
steadfastly supports the academic progress of studentathletes and the achievement of their educational
objectives to enable students to realize their true and
full potential.
Each year, 25-35 CSM football players earn scholarships
and move on to four-year colleges and universities.
In addition to providing scholarships, the Foundation
is proud to collaborate with the Football team on
promoting fundraising events like the inaugural crab
feast, which will take place once college activities are
again in person.
“I’m so honored to work with our scholar-athletes,”
Head Coach Tim Tulloch asserts. “Our Built for Life
program at CSM prides itself on truly being a human
development and transfer program that just happens
to play football at a national championship level. Our
young men develop foundational skills like work ethic,
resilience, how to communicate, work together with
teammates for a common goal, and humility. WE before
ME.”
“These skills prepare our young men for success not
only on and off the field at their four-year university, but
all set the foundation for leadership positions in their
careers, and life. Better men make better students,
athletes, husbands, and fathers. Better men make
better Bulldogs, so we focus on developing the man.”

Indeed, the creed of CSM’s athletics department
intercollegiate athletics faculty and staff is a
commitment to facilitate personal development
and academic progress of highly skilled, motivated
17
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Promise Scholars Program
The Promise Scholars Program is a completion
program, focusing on support that will keep firsttime, full-time SMCCCD college students on track
to complete their educational goals within twothree years.
At only five years old, the program is already
helping students succeed in realizing their
academic goals. Started as a pilot program in
2016, the Promise Scholars Program initially
included a cohort of 139 students at Skyline
College. Two years later, in 2018, the program was expanded Districtwide as one of the few official replications
of City University of New York’s Accelerated Study in Associate Programs. Today the Promise Scholars Program
serves 2,000 students annually at Cañada College, College of San Mateo, and Skyline College.
The program seeks to at least double completion rates for participating students and is already exceeding all
benchmarks!
Benefits of the Promise Scholars Program include:

https://foundation.smccd.edu/what-to-support/promise.php

The Equity Institute at
Skyline College
Equity is just and fair inclusion into
a society in which all can participate,
prosper, and reach their full potential.
Equity is providing support based
on the context and needs of each
individual.
Student equity is the center of our
work.
Skyline College was founded during
a decade that had started off as the dawn of a golden age. That same decade, the 1960s, ended as one of the most
tumultuous and turbulent periods in America. Having been established in 1969, during the heart of the civil rights
movement, educational equity has always been at the core of Skyline College’s mission.
The idea for an Equity Institute at Skyline College was borne out of a series of programs that began in the Student
Equity and Support Programs Division. Every spring semester, a cohort of Skyline College employees participated
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in the division’s professional development activities, this is
an eight-week experience immersed together in a variety of
equity topics. These sessions moved participants to make
meaningful and lasting changes in the classroom and in
other work environments, and were the inspiration for the
Institute with a broader, nation-wide reach. In 2018, Skyline
College launched the Equity Institute to transform the
landscape of higher education by helping colleges develop
and sustain institutional approaches to equity and student
success.
Benefits of the Equity Institute’s programming and research
extend to community colleges and educators nation-wide
from varied institutions. The bi-annual Equity Summit, one
of the Institute’s core programs, is held in the Fall Semester.
The Summit is a one-day experience featuring Equity Talks
and plenary sessions from 13 scholars and practitioners
in social justice and equity. The event attracts over 500
educators and social justice advocates from across the
nation.
Equity Academies, which take place quarterly, form another
pillar of the Institute’s programming. These professional
development opportunities invite educational leaders to
immerse themselves in baseline concepts, interrogate data,
and map implementation strategy to implement equitycentered work at participants’ respective institutions.
The Academies are guided by the T-3 framework, which
encourages educators to look at their students and their
experiences holistically. The T3 framework starts with the
Traditional (T1) approach, reflects the current approach
to classroom instruction, which is yielding us the equity
gaps we’re currently experiencing within our institutions.
Transitional (T2) approach, practices include modest
modifications to the traditional lens; still this does not
interrogate the root challenges that lead to inequitable
outcomes. However, a Transformative (T3) consciousness
and practice addresses historical and sociopolitical
causes of inequities found in education and encourages
educators to engage in data-informed efforts to repair and
restore our educational systems. T3 also challenges and
encourages educators to examine and improve their teaching
methodologies to engender success for all students.
Oyame KenZoe Brian Selassie-Okpe, who goes by O’KenZoe,
was recently named as the new Executive Director of the
Equity Institute and member of the Skyline College senior
leadership team. When asked about his vision for the
Institute, O’KenZoe’s reply illustrates his inclusiveness,
authenticity, and long history in the multicultural, equity,
diversity, and inclusion arenas. “I want to take the time to
respect other people’s voices and cultural worldview. I also
want to honor the work of my team in the absence of an
Executive Director. Together, we will determine what the
collective voices in our entire community have in common,
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and we will come to a collective agreement of how we
move forward and do the work. The more inclusive
and diverse we are, the more we can foster a sense
of belonging.” The vision is for the Equity Institute to
eventually expand and offer equity training services
outside of the educational sector.
O’KenZoe would like the Foundation community
to know “contributions can be made in an array of
beautiful ways, including financial support, program
ideas, goodwill, and appreciation of the work through
volunteerism. We want
to create a welcoming
space to make more
substantive contributions.”
The Foundation currently
has a dedicated fund
and donation page for
the Equity Institute.
With a background in
grant writing, O’KenZoe
is particularly keen to
broaden the Institute’s
collaboration with the
Foundation. “The power of partnership can be so
dynamic. The ability to make connections between
the equity activism and having finances to execute the
work in a way that is sustainable, is very important.”
Skyline College’s Equity Institute provides a unique
opportunity for partnership and inclusiveness. The only
entity of its kind in the community college system, the
Equity Institute is also unique on the West Coast and
in its comprehensiveness and timely in its design. “We
have the opportunity to make the Institute even more
special, in its inclusiveness and design.”

THE FOUNDATION
SUPPORTS OVER

100

		
programs at Cañada
College, College of San Mateo, and
Skyline College, and Districtwide. The
programs we support, such as those
you read about in this section, ensure
student equity, quality of campus life,
and that students have access to extracurricular activities.
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SMCCCF & SMCCCD EVENT
HIGHLIGHTS
Together, as partners, the Foundation and the colleges annually host events highlighting our donors’ generosity
and our colleges’ accomplishments.

2nd Annual Cañada College
President’s Luncheon
October 22, 2019 at the Hiller Aviation Museum
in San Carlos
Cañada College’s President’s Luncheon is a fun
networking event that brings together over 250 leaders
in the community. The event showcased student
achievement and important programs at Cañada
College such as the Puente Project, the Kinesiology,
Athletics, & Dance department and student athletes,
and the Promise Scholars Program. Funds raised at
this annual event were directed towards the Promise
Scholars Program, which pays for up to three years of
tuition, textbooks, transportation, and academic and
career counseling for students in financial need.
For more information about Cañada College’s
President’s Luncheon, visit https://canadacollege.edu/
luncheon/_archive/luncheon-2019.php.

Chancellor’s Circle
January 30, 2020 at CuriOdyssey in San Mateo
The Chancellor’s Circle celebrates important friends
who support the Foundation’s mission of providing
scholarships to students in need and supporting
programs at the District’s three colleges, Cañada
College, College of San Mateo, and Skyline College.
In gratitude for their generous contributions of
$1,000 or more during the fiscal year, members of
the Chancellor’s Circle are invited to the annual
Chancellor’s Circle Dinner.
To join the Chancellor’s Circle or to renew your membership visit foundation.smccd.edu/donate or contact Tykia
Warden, Executive Director, at 650.358.6860 or wardent@smccd.edu.
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8th Annual Golf Tournament
August 5, 2019 at the Stanford Golf Course
at Stanford
San Mateo County Community Colleges Foundation’s
annual Golf Tournament is a not-to-be-missed
FUNdraising event for both casual and avid golfers.
In 2019, the sold-out tournament raised a recordbreaking $240,000+ for scholarships and programs at
Cañada College, College of San Mateo, and Skyline
College. Golfers enjoyed networking at the continental
breakfast, a fun day on the links with games, prizes,
a raffle, lunch, and drinks, and an opportunity to
connect at dinner with fellow Foundation supporters
and District and college leadership.
For more information about the Foundation’s annual
Golf Tournament, visit https://foundation.smccd.edu/
news/golf-tournament-2021.php.

Student Scholarship Awards
May 2020 | Cañada College |
College of San Mateo | Skyline College
Each year, the Foundation and the District’s colleges
host the Student Scholarship Awards at Cañada
College, College of San Mateo, and Skyline College.
These beloved events, which take place in May, bring
together donors with the students who are awarded
their scholarships, in a celebration of achievement,
connection, and gratitude. Regretfully, all three
colleges cancelled their events in 2020 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Protecting the safety and wellbeing of students, donors, faculty, staff, and the
community was paramount. All three colleges created
messages of encouragement and gratitude to our
donors from the Presidents and from students who
received awards.
To view these messages, visit https://foundation.
smccd.edu/scholarships/scholarship-awardsceremonies.php.
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SKYLINE COLLEGE
50TH ANNIVERSARY
Skyline College 50th Anniversary: 2019-2020
Academic Year
In the 2019-2020, academic year, the entire District
and the local community celebrated Skyline
College’s milestone 50th anniversary. Events ranged
from an exciting Opening Day program and a 50th
anniversary exhibition open to the entire community
to a sold-out gala event in the new Environmental
Science building and a food truck barbeque for
students, faculty, and staff.
Visit Skyline College’s 50th Anniversary website!
https://skylinecollege.edu/50/index.php
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SMCCCD ALUMNI
Alumni of Cañada College, College of San Mateo, and Skyline College have gone on to be successful in a variety
of professions. We celebrate the achievements of our alumni and the honor they bring the District’s colleges. To
join the Alumni Association, visit foundation.smccd.edu/alumni and sign up. To share your alumni story, email
Melissa Rohlfs at alumni@smccd.edu.
Nimsi Garcia is passionate about advocating for non-traditional students.
She’s keenly aware of what it’s like to have a dream of attending a
university, but with limited or no resources. Desire alone, is not enough to
make it a reality.

Nimsi Garcia,
Cañada College Alumna

Despite her own academic potential, a college education seemed virtually
impossible to Nimsi. The daughter of immigrants, she grew up in Redwood
City. Nimsi was the first person in her family to apply to attend a university.
Neither of her parents were fluent English speakers. Couple her parents’
lack of English language-proficiency, with demanding work schedules,
and a lack of knowledge about the entire U.S. college application process,
and you start to understand why a young Nimsi had set her dream
aside. Fortunately for Nimsi, her heartbreak didn’t last for long. A friend,
who had previously attended Cañada College, explained the college’s
transfer program, and tipped her off to campus resources and potential
scholarships. Suddenly, Nimsi knew that while it would be challenging, it
was also possible to achieve her goal of a university degree.

After two years at Cañada College, where she earned a degree in
Economics, she was accepted to UC Berkeley as a transfer student. She
thrived at Cal, eventually becoming a peer advisor. Nimsi is grateful for the resources that were there to support
her academic journey.
She’s especially grateful for the programs specifically geared toward community college transfers. And the
donors who made her scholarship — and ultimately education, possible. Nimsi reflects on how fortunate she
was to receive such an outstanding education, without the burden of student loans. She received a scholarship
from the Menlo Park Rotary, as well as book vouchers through EOPS. Yet another grant enabled her to purchase
a monthly bus pass, which she used to catch four different buses required to get to campus each day.
After graduating from Cal, others might be content to focus on themselves and their own career aspirations.
Not Nimsi. Even today, she continues to look for opportunities to clear blocks for non-traditional students. What
once was done for her, today she does for others. In fact, her younger brother and two cousins have all enrolled
at Cañada College thanks to her success.
And in addition to volunteering her time to teach classes in both filmmaking and social justice at the local Boys
and Girls Club, Nimsi was thrilled to accept a job as a Program Services Coordinator for the ¡ESO! Adelante
Program at Cañada College, her first alma mater and a place near and dear to her heart. The program, which
supports Latino, high-need, high-potential, and low-resource students, means her work has come full circle.
When asked how she finds the time to do so much, she replies, “I don’t want to be the only. I don’t want to be the
last. It’s important that others see what’s possible and know the pathway to achieve it.”
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Despite being a young woman, Allison Fuller has ties to the College of
San Mateo that go back nearly 20 years. It’s a connection she speaks of
fondly and openly, as she talks about the importance of nurses and the
vital role they play – both in good times and trying times, such as now as
the COVID-19 pandemic rages on and nurses are on the front lines fighting
against it.
Allison credits the support she received at CSM – both financial
support through a scholarship she received, as well as the training and
encouragement she received from caring and capable faculty members.
Faculty who believed in her, even more than she believed in herself during
the very earliest days.

Allison Fuller,
College of San Mateo Alumna

Born and raised in San Bruno, Fuller completed her high school education
by attending Middle College on the CSM campus, a joint venture between
the San Mateo Union High School District and the San Mateo County
Community College District. The program offers a unique pathway for the
county’s high school students to accomplish their secondary and postsecondary academic goals, in a supportive and small learning community.

After graduating from Middle College, Alison didn’t have to travel far to
continue her studies and follow her dream. Fuller is the first to tell you that while she’s a caregiver by nature,
she’s also a bit of an adrenaline junkie, which makes her well-suited for a career as both a flight nurse and a
cardiac ICU nurse. Two jobs that, even during ordinary times, are not for the faint of heart, but allow her to help
her community, sometimes when it needs help the most.
As news of the COVID-19 pandemic spread, Fuller knew she could help even more people than she does in her
normal duties. So, she answered the call of New York’s Governor Andrew Cuomo and volunteered to travel to
New York City to address the nursing shortage in area hospitals. Despite working six days a week in Manhattan,
Allison loves nursing and CSM so much, she recently took time out of her busy schedule to talk to the Class of
2020 nursing cohort about nursing as a profession and their futures.
During her comments to the graduates, Fuller says her work as a nurse has led her to some incredible
adventures, but what she loves the most about the job is the way it lets her help people on an individual level
and her community on a broader level. That was true in her early days after graduating and it remains true now.
Even while working far from home and in the middle of a healthcare crisis. She described nursing as just as vital
of a profession, and just as meaningful personally today, as it was 200 years ago. She called nurses like herself,
a “bridge” and the interpreters who translate between the often highly-technical medical staff and treatment
methodologies, with the compassion and understanding required by the general public.

“

“Nursing is more than a career.
It’s a calling.”
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Skyline College alumnus Franck Yao is on a mission. Keenly aware of the
opportunities before him, he’s determined to reach his professional goals,
but equally determined to make a difference in the world.
Franck is on a mission to bring tech sector innovation and job
opportunities to his native Côte d’Ivoire, a coastal nation in the west of
Africa, best known for beaches and tourism. If Franck has his way, one day,
it’ll also be known as a hub of innovation as well.
Despite being a young man, the accolades and opportunities keep coming
for Franck. And he credits much of it to the strong foundations he built
attending Skyline College, as well as his faculty mentors.
He first became familiar with Skyline College during a college and
university fair held by the U.S. Embassy in Côte d’Ivoire. After considering
many others, he ultimately decided that Skyline College had the right
mix of academic programs, student support, and an enviable proximity
Kouassi Franck Josias Yao,
to Silicon Valley’s tech community. Those attributes, coupled with proven
Skyline College Alumnus
university transfer programs and scholarship opportunities, were all key
to his ability to attend Skyline College. A recipient of the Global BECCA
scholarship, it created the path for him to pursue higher education at
Skyline College. After completing his studies at Skyline College, he accepted a full scholarship to attend
Elizabeth City State University, an HBCU, in North Carolina.
Currently in his last semester at ECSU, it came as no surprise to anyone who knows him, when Franck was
named as a Forbes Under 30 Overachiever for two consecutive years — 2018 and 2019 — selected among
thousands of candidates for the elite global mentorship program. He now has the ability to access investors,
entrepreneurs, celebrities, musicians, fashion designers, sports stars, cultural icons, world-renowned chefs,
educators, political leaders, and business icons. “All people I need to know as a future entrepreneur myself.”
In addition to the Forbes honor, he’s also been a United Nations Youth Ambassador, through a program
developed by the Obama Foundation, identifying 1,000 young Africans to participate in global solutions. And he
completed a fellowship in Silicon Valley with the likes of Google, You Tube, and Twitter. What’s next for Franck?
After graduation, he’ll begin working for Microsoft. Fluent in French and English, he’s eager to begin working
on systems to bridge artificial intelligence and economics. The future is bright for this Skyline College Trojan.
“American colleges are the envy of the world. It ensures the world’s best and brightest dream of studying in the
USA.” Franck aims to make sure that scholarship donors know how big of an impact they make. How their gifts
make sure the promise of an American college education is just as bright for other international students.

The San Mateo County Community Colleges (SMCCC) Alumni Association offers services,
resources, and programming to promote professional development, personal enrichment, career growth, and
networking opportunities for nearly one million alumni. Membership is free.
For more information, contact Melissa Rohlfs at rohlfsm@smccd.edu or 650.358.6873.
“THANKS to my time at CSM, my life was transformed — that’s the power of EDUCATION.”
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2020 FISCAL IMPACT
T O TA L A S S E T S
OV E R

$24

MILLION

DIRECT SUPPORT TO
SCHOLARSHIPS

$ 970,208
T O TA L
CONTRIBUTIONS & GRANTS

$ 2,837,144

T O TA L S C H O L A R S H I P S
AWA R D E D

$ 1,769,352
T O OV E R

850
STUDENTS
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YEAR-END 2020 DONORS
SMCCC Foundation’s community of supporters fuel education equity. They ensure that anyone who wants
a college education can achieve their dream, regardless of economic status, ethnic or racial identity, sexual
orientation or gender identity, learning challenges, or other circumstance that might be barrier to higher education.
Below please find a listing of the Foundation’s generous year-end 2020 donors and our endowed funds.
Individual Supporters give one or more gifts throughout the year that help power our work now and into
the future.
Business & Institutional Partners share the Foundation’s vision for where students and achieve their dreams,
and support this work boldly through donations, sponsorships, and in-kind contributions.
Scholarship Endowed and Named Fundholders dedicate their resources and time to invest in students.
Together, we award scholarships annually to support students’ educational journeys and dreams.
Anonymous

Antioch Community Scholarship

Leo Barcelona

A.S.F. Electric, Inc.

Christine Aquino

Kathryn Barchas

Cindy Abbott

Jessica Anne Aquino

Leo and Silva Bardes

Ablc Operations

Sandra Arellano

William Barish

Denyce Abrigo

Diane Arguijo

Judy Barker

Acacia Property Corp 2010

Barbara Arnold

Wendy Barnao

Acacia Property Corp 2012

Abtin Assadi

Malcolm Barnwell

Acacia Property Corp 2015

Assistance League of San Mateo County

Jerry Barrack

Jeffrey Acidera

Associated Students of Cañada College

Lorraine Barrales-Ramirez

Michael Ackerman

Associated Students of Sequoia High School

Juan Barredo

Alvin Adams

George Atkinson

Gretel Barreto

Alicia Aguirre

Atkinson Foundation

Annie Barry

Margarita Aguirre

Atlas/Pellizzari Electric Inc.

BART Chapter SEIU Local 790

Cecilio Alberto and Sylvia Aguirre-Alberto

Pattabhi Attaluri

Rob Barthelman

Akin Ajiboye

Don Austin

Barthold Family Foundation

Kathy Alexiou

Linda Avelar

Michelle Batista

Alfa Tech Consulting Engineers

Duart Avila

Linda Bauer

Linda Allen

Jodi Avina

Steve Bauman

James Allred

Roderick Bacon

Lloyd Bautista

Guillermo Alonzo

Margarita Baez

Sharolyn Bautista

Ilham Alshaer

Mitchell Bailey

Tony Bayudan

Nabeel Al-Shamma

Dameca Bailey

Tanya Beat

Alta Mesa Improvement Company

Victor Baiz

Ralph Beaudouin

Carla Altizer

Lawrence Baker

Marianne Beck

Amazon, Inc

Raymond Baldonadp

Merilyn Beeman

Rickey and Diane Ambrose

Christine Baldridge

Joan Bell

American High School - Associated Student
Body

Nikhil Balram

Jonathan Bell

Richard and Darcy Anderson

Naciacien Bambilla

Rosemary Bell

Ann Ban

Bella Vista Suites

Josbeth Banaag

Allyn Beltran

Walter Bankovitch

Ben Efraim - Rodrigues Foundation

Elaine Banks

Wissem Bennani

Arash Baratloo and Karen Cullen

Craig Benson

Andrew Mann Charitable Fund
Gaetane Andrews
Jeanne Angier
Lauren Anicete
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Robert Benson

Brian Burkhalter

Michael Claire

Kim Benton

Mark Burri

Clara Abbott Foundation Scholarship Program

Barbara Berensmeier

Andrea Bushnell

R and Rosalee Clarke

Paul Berevoescu

Yolanda Bystron

Brianna Clay

Barbara Bernhart

Joseph Cabaltica

Victoria Clinton

Betty Bernstein

Cadero/Biederman Foundation of Fidelity Inv
CGF

Greg and Karen Cochran

Bonnie Cagno

Ed Cohen

Linda Bertellotti
Gina Bertolino
Jonathan Betts
Rose Beuttler
Shweta Bhatnagar
Mary Bianchi
Jonathan Bissell
Paul Bissember
Michael Blach
Jesse Black
Lakeisha Blackshire
Kathy Blackwood
Adam Blankenheimer
Jordan and Judy Bloom
Kenneth and Dolores Blust
Jennie Book
Shari Bookstaff
Kim Boral
Harold Borkowski and Janice Grau
Joanne Bortoli
Natasha Bottari
Teresa Boucher
William Bowdle
Linton Bowie
David and Carolyn Brady
Lee Brandenburg
Larry Braverman
Donna Breger Stanton
Patricia Bresee
Lizette Bricker
Suzanne Brignoli
James Brillantes
Leopoldo Briones and Eloisa Briones
Michael Broach
Ginny Brooks
Traci Brooks
Raymond Brooks
Kristina Brower
Andrew Brown
Arthur and Gloria Brown
David Brown
Jonathan and Roberta Brown
Jonathan Brown
Kathleen Brown
Keith Brown
Eric Brown and Marion Peters
Kathryn Browne
Joanne Bruggemann
Jacqueline Buckley
Amy Buckmaster
Philip Bucksbaum and Roberta Morris
Justin Burke

Alex Calder
Elizabeth Calderon
California Masonic Foundation
California Wellness Foundation
Dustin Callejo
Robert Cameron
Patricia Cameron
Carla Campillo
Cañada College Classified Senate
Luanne Canestro
Merle Cannon
Yvonne Cantrell
Joel Capistrano
Carlmont High School - Associated Student
Fund
Adele Carney
Bruno Carnovale
Eric Carrillo
Margie Carrington
Alvaro Carvajal
Pamela Caryl
Michele Casari
Christine Case
Paul Cassidy
Marbel Catolico
Don Cecil
Jacqueline Centeno
Cathy Chadbourne
Karen Chadwick
Kevin Chak and Mayra Rivas
Belinda Chan
Edilberto Chan
Brendan Chan
Vincent Chandler
Ronda Chaney
Chu and Suki Chang
Charities Aid Foundation Of America

Jo Coffaro
Luke Cole
Cole Larson Giving Fund
Colflesh Charitable Fund
Cherie Colin
Ryan Collay and Iris Tiedt
Carla Collins
David and Maria Collins
Colma Historical Association
Tabitha Conaway
Rommel Conclara
Consolidated Engineering Laboratories
Devin Conway
Andrea Cook
Larry Cooper
William Cornejo
Cornerstone Missionary Baptist Church of San
Francisco
Michael and Barbara Corzonkoff
Catalin Cosovanu
Cotter Schools
Jason Coulter
County of San Mateo
Richard and Angela Craig
Judith Crawford
Carol Cross
CSEA Chapter # 33
Andre Cuerington
Russell Cunningham
David and Rita Curbow
CyberGrants
John Dabney
Warren Dale
Anne Daley
Barbara Daley
Christina Dallimonti
Mary Daly

Sanjay Chatterjee

Daly City-Colma Chamber Educational
Foundation

Helen Chen

Danette Darbonne

Martin Chetlen

Roderick Daus-Magbual

Dennis and Cindy Chew

Kim Davalos

Chickasaw Nation Education Services

David Pace and Diane Jonte-Pace Charitable
Fund

Madeleine Choi
Barbara Christensen
Juliana Chu
Michael Chu
Gina Ciardella
Todd Ciardella
Gabriela Cihlarova
Mary Ciranni
Circle Communications, LLC.

Mark Davidow
Arthur Davidson
Gregory Davis
Peter Davis
Pat Davis
Sidnie Davis
Davis Memorial Foundation
Davis-Putter Scholarship Fund
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Teresa Joi De Castro

David Eck

Connor Fitzpatrick

Jed De los Santos

Victor Eco

John and Kathleen Fitzpatrick

John and Josephine De Luca

Julian Edelman

Peter Fitzsimmons

David Deatherage

Philip Egan

Joshua Flores

Jaztine DeBorja

Ira Ehrenpreis

M. Ricardo Flores

Nalin Decker

Edward Eisenman

Nina Floro

Michael Deeringer

El Camino High School

Paul Fogel and Ventura Chalom

Teresita Del Castillo-Brown

Robert Eldred

Juan Garcia and Terry Fong

Jazzie Dela Cruz

Electronic Scrip (EScrip)

Jacinto and Rosie Fonseca

Katherine Delaney

Stephan Ellner

Mary Fontaine

Manny Delgado

Embarcadero Capital Partners

Michael Fontelera

Lorraine DeMello

Mark Emmons

Lauren Ford

Yoseph Demissie

Thomas Enders

Jan Fosberg

Denali Inc

Robert English and Anna Zara

Foster Care to Success

Kari Derenzi

Denis Dasilva and Michele Enriquez

Foundation for California Community Colleges

Ronald and Marie Derenzi

Liza Erpelo

David Fowler and Kathleen Demetri

Derivi Castellanos Architects

Alice Erskine

Elaine Francisco

Stephen Dever

Jacqueline Escobar

Chad Franklin

Brian DeWitt

Luis Escobar

Peter Fredericks

Kathleen Diamond

Diana Espinoza

William Freeman and Beth Labson-Freeman

Myesha Dickson

Melanie Espinueva-Aure

Brad Friedman

Dayo Diggs

Esponsor Now, Inc.

Friends of Kids, Inc.

Pamela DiGiovanni

Fredrick and Susan Estes

Charlene Frontiera

Digital Scepter Corporation

Ramon Estevez

Merlin Fruehling

Gary Dilley

Raul Elias and Ana Estevez

Castor Fu and Cornes Thida

Thomas Diskin

Alexander Eulenberg

Funnelback

Steve Divney

EventBrite, Inc.

G & G Bell Foundation

Anthony Djedi

T.J. Ewing

Kim Gaddy

John Doctor

Facebook. Inc

Tobin Galang

Hildegard Dodd

Factory Athletics

Paul Galliano

Aaron Dodge

Noreen Fahey

Papia Gambellin

Kurt Dodge

Vera Fainshtein

Gap Foundation Matching Gift Program

Aaron Dodson

Falcon Associates, Inc.

Gap Inc.

Matt Dohrmann

Aimee Falk

Jessica Garcia

Conrado Dominguez and Julie Stuhr

David Falkenburg

Estela Garcia

Beth Dominik

Marcus Farhad

Maria Garcia

Mary Ellen Donald

Elaine Joy Farinas

Nathan Garcia

Drew and De Lila Donovan

Armaghan and Georgia Farooq

Alyn Beals and Dani Gasparini

Teri Doolittle

Dominique Fedronic

Hal and Patricia Gelb

Stephen Dorow

Nickolaus and Joyce Feimer

Jay Gementera

Sandra Dorsett

Kathleen Feinblum

Genentech Foundation

Alfred and Elizabeth Dossa

Jarrod and Kathryn Feiner

Nylda Gemple

DPR Construction

Felicia and Jason Dunham Charitable Fund

Robert and Jeanne George

Carol Driscoll

Yindy Felkins

Mircea Georgescu

Steve Droz

Floyd Ferguson

Christopher Gibson

Dry Creek Rancheria

Christina Fernandez

Daniel and Judith Gilbert

Aaron D’Souza

Sandy Fernandez

Stephen Gildea

Amit Dubey

David Feune

Tracey Gilfether

William Dudley

Alison Field

Giovanola Family Charitable Fund

Dudley Family Charitable

Carolyn Fiori

Bob Gitsham

Ana Duenas

Anne Fiorito

Mari Goldstein

Daniel Duggan

Dennis Fischette

Fred and Laurie Gomes

Reginald Duhe

Lori Fisher

Kent Gomez

Amy Duncan

Dennis and Helen Fisicaro

David and Kris Gonzales

Timothy Dupre

John and Brenda Fitch

Thomas Good

Karen Dyce

Alexander and Deborah Fitz

Maurice Goodman and Martina Center

Kwame Eason

Michael Fitzgerald

Paul Goodman

East Bay Community Foundation

Pat and Carole FitzGerald

Edward Goodstein and Francesca Eastman
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Goodstein Foundation

Phyllis Hechim

Johanna Jansen

Google, LLC.

John Heffernan

Diane Jasso

Laura Graham-Marquard

Ebonie Hegwood

Jay Paul Company

Stanley Graubart

Emilie Hein

Edward Jeong

Roger and Marian Gray

Susanna Heinz

Michelle Jester

Sharon Gray

Andrew Helton

Rosa Greco

John Hennessy

Jewish Community Federation’s Endowment
Fund

James Green

Jack Herbert

Amaal Greenwood-Goodwin

Linda Herman

Daman Grewal

Mary Herman

Greystar Development, LLC

Imelda Hermosillo

Patricia Griffin

Katie Hern

Sid and Beth Groeneman

Monique Hernandez

Jim Grossi

Raymond and Charles Hernandez

Group 4 Architecture Research & Planning, Inc.

Barbara Heydorn

Stefan Gruenwedel

Hiller Aviation Museum

Alvin Gubatina

David Hirzel

Christian Guerrero

His SamTrans Maintenance Family

Consuelo Guerrero

Ray Hisatake

Joseph Guiriba

Mary Ho

Suresh and Usha Gupta

William Hoch

Joe Gurkoff

Henry Hodes

Danika Gutierrez

Heilani Hoeft

Rigoberto Guzman

Denny Holland

Michele Haggar

Fredric and Pat Holle

Myra Haggerty

Richard Holober

Marilyn Haithcox

Jisup Hong

Anthony Hale

Constance Hopkins

Half Moon Bay High School - School Fund

Susan Hopp

Half Moon Bay High School Associated Student
Body

Don Horsley

Half Moon Bay Lions Club

Lasana Hotep

Half Moon Bay Volunteer Fire Department
Patricia Hall
Patty Hall
Jeremiah Hallisey
John and Carol Hamilton
Walter Hanley
Maricris Hansen
Stephen and Susan Hansen
John Hansen
Robert Hanson
Marian Hardin
Gayle Hardt
Steven Harris
D Harrison
Gregory and Susan Harrison
Kelsey Harrison
Lee Harrison
Jonathan Hartman
Christopher Hartman
Hartnett Foust 2014 Revocable Family Trust
Harry Hartzell
David Hasson
Richard Hathorn
Corey Hawk
Russell and Linda Hayes
Stephen Heath
William Heavlin

Brian Horwitz
Richard Hough
Josue Hoyos
Jan Hudson
Hurlbut-Johnson Charitable Trust
Jessica Hurless
James Bassett and Lily Hurlimann
Davina Hurt
Brenda Hutchinson
Judy Hutchinson
Cindy Huynh
Zak Ibsen
Ming Ikehara
Eric Imahara
Evan Innerst
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
- Local 617

Elsa Jimenez-Samayoa
John Papan Memorial Scholarship
Cheryl Johnson
Candice Johnson
Cheryl Johnson
Lori Johnson
Johnson & Johnson
Thomas Jonas
Donna Jones
Melinda Jones
Lawrence Jones
Lavinski Jones
Pamela Jones
Tyron Jordan
Deborah Joy
Aparna Kadakia
Evan Kaiser
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan
Kaiser Permanente, Kaiser Foundation Health
Plan Inc.
Kamehameha Schools
Kedar Kanitkar
Nancy Kaplan-Biegel
Nick Kapp
Dafna Kapshud
Leslie Kareckas
Sammy Kassai
James Kastelic
David Katkov and Patricia Wyffels
William Kaufusi
Michael Kay
Guy Kederian
Daniel Keller
Rich Kelley
George Kelly
John Kendrick
Jeanette Kennedy
Kenneth and Cathleen Kennedy
Michael Kenyon
Teresa Kernan
Lisa Kerr

International Scholarship and Tuition Services,
Inc.

Sai Kesavamatham

Cynthia Iris

Kevin Mullin For Assembly 2020

Cory Ishihara-wing

William Kincaid

Patricia Ito

Parnell Kingsley, CTFA

Jack and Mary Aslanian Fund

Joyce King-Sultana

Jannett Jackson

Rochelle Kirchner

Donald and Jacqueline Jacobberger

Theodore and Susan Kirsch

Adam Jacobs

Jarrod Klein

Jennifer Jacoby-Yeh

Richard and Jill Klein

Jennifer James

Knights of Columbus our Lady of the Pillar

Mathew Kessler
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council #7534

James Lin

Steve Martinez

David and Marjorie Kobe

Yannis Lin

Shelly Masur

Madhur Kohli

Robert Young and Elizabeth Lindgren-Young

Tuli Mateialona

Dave Kohn

Lori Lisowski

Marie-Pierre Mathevon

Arlene Kolber

LiUNA!

Mark Matossian

Daniil Kolenko

Live in Peace Scholarship

Lasana Matthew

Steven Kornblum and Glee Pasol-Kornblum

Lexis Livengood

Kalolaine Ma’u

KP Financial SVCS OPS

Vilma Lobato

Martha Mayo

Maria Krajewska-Brown

Mario and Barbara Lombardi

Jane McAteer

Alex Kramer

Robert Loo

Marilyn McBride

Theodore Kruttschnitt

Kim Lopez

Cynthia McCarthy

Meredith Kunz

Dan Lopez

Soledad McCarthy

Thomas Kutras

Rosa Lopez

David McClosky

Caroline Kwak

Peggy Sue Lopez Mendoza

Thomas McConnell and Latricia Turner

Katrina La Rosa

Faleulu Loto

Christie McCoy

Robert and Carol Labarthe

Alice Loughry

Colleen McCreary

Georgina LaBerge

LPA, Inc.

Deborah McDaniel

Laborer’s International Union Of North America
Local 261

Stanley and Judith Lubman

Eric McDonnell

Lucia Lachmayr

Mandy Lucas

Matthew McGinn

Pamela Luster

Mary McGlynn

Jason Luu

Patrick McGuirk

Chitima Ly

Patrick and Mary McKay

William Lynch

Bradley McKee

Kristine M

Sheri McLean

Alisa MacAvoy

Douglas McMahon

Richard MacDonald

Michael McMahon

Jean Mach

William McMamara

Nathaniel Mackey

Kelsey McNanie

Rex Magadia

Lawrence McNeil

Kirsten Mah

Aaron McVean

Yifan Mai

Deborah Meckler

Francis Maka

Yvonne Melton

Make it Simple Make it Fun, Inc.

Mark Mendell

David Makower

Brian Mendonca

Kiran Malavade

Angelica Mendoza

Ame Maloney

Aaron Meneses

Rosemary Malvey

Menlo School

Juslyn Manalo

Menlo-Atherton High School

Shirley Manalo

Laureen Mercer

Dave Mandelkern

Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith
Incorporated

Lory and Nancy Lacsamana
Marie-France Ladine
Maritess Lagandaon
June Lamb
James and Barbara Lamson
Landmark Event Staffing Services
Michael Langi
Chaunie Langland
Jessica Langridge
Michael Langridge
Margaret Lanphier
Janine Laraya
Ralph and Sandy Larson
Landan Laurusaitis
Kosini Lavulo
Law Enforcement Exploring Advisors’
Association
Harry Lawrence
Ron and Lynn Lazzarotti
Charles and Ellen Leach
Mark Leach and Ellen Sueda
League of California Cities
Jim Leask
Matthew Ledesma
Robyn Ledesma
Wayne Lee
Leland Saylor Associates
Karen Leong
Jerome and Eve Lerman
Jonathan Levav
Laurence Lewicki
Craig Lewis
Lewis Family Charitable Fund
Jian Neng Li
Hsing Hung Li
Andrew Lie
Lorne Abramson and Elana Lieberman
Anthony Lim
Limco Del Mar, LTD
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Jerry Maness
Joe Mangan
Frank Mangiola
Billy Manning
Scott Mansfield
Stella Manubag
Janet Maragioglio
Kirk and Ellen Marchand
Roger Marchese
Michael Marcial
Donna Marcus
Golda Margate
Christopher Markham
Marlene V. Carder-Jobaris Trust
Cynthia Marshall
Vicki Martell
Tevis Martin
Theresa Martin

Wallace Mersereau
Michael Messner
Philip and Jan Meyer
Claude Michel
Paul Michel
MidPen Family Services
Mid-Peninsula RWF
Lee Miller
Margaret Miller
Ministry of Education
Will Minnich
Rachelle Minong
Scott Mirer
Karrie Mitchell
Mixerfriendly
Jed Miyashiro
Thomas Mohr
Ana Monroy

Daniel Montes

Larisa Ocanada

Brian Perkins and Cathrin Callas

Matthew Montgomery

Micaela Ochoa

Kevin Perkins

Roberta Montgomery

Cherie Ochoa

Annette Perot

Larry Monti

Beverly O’Connell

Leila Perreras

Sue Moock

Pat O’Connor

William and Ellen Peters

Jamillah Moore

Seamus O’Connor

Dan Peterson

Kevin Moore

Daniel and Linda Odum

Phiroze Petigura

Steve Morehouse

Maurice O’Grady

Susan Petit

Joe Morello

Karen Olesen

Gus Petropoulos and Linda Longley

Andra Morgan

Diane Oliver

Long Pham

Juan Morin

Mr. and Mrs. Erik Olson

Thuan Pham

Carrie Morris

Rosalie O’Mahony

Irene Phillips

Regina Morrison

Suad Omran

Jonathan Phillips

Nancy Morrissette

Stella Orechia

Lakeasha Pickrom

Kate Motoyama

Mel Orpilla

Sudarsana Piduri

Tom and Heidi Motroni

Osher Foundation

Justin and Amy Piergrossi

Michael Moxley

Mitchell Oster

Glen Pierre

Natassja Mullen

Kent Owen

Frank and Susan Pignataro

Eugene and Theresa Mullin

Thomas Owen

Pilates Therapeutics

Donald Munakata

Larry and Pam Owens

John Pimentel

Carolyn Murphy

Paul Oyer

David Pinochi

Ken and Amy Murphy

Bryan Ozawa

Kirsten Pinochi

Tim Murphy

Nancy Ozsogomonyan

Emily Piros

Ellen Murray

Michael Pacelli

Alex Pisias

John and Diane Musgrave

Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

Pivotal Connections

Su Myint

Ingrid Padilla

Plumbers & Steamfitters Local No. 467

Biswadeep Nag

Wade Painter

Pomas Advertising

B. Tomi Nagai-Rothe

Heather Paizis

Jill Popolizio

Shahla Naimi

Lee and Epenesa Pakola

Portuguese Fraternal Society of America

Fady Najjar

James Pale

Keith Posey

Ramesh Narayanaswamy

Debra Palmer

David Pottruck

National Financial Services LLC

Gina Palmer

Jonna Pounds

Ysabelle Nazareno

James Palmer and Norma Martinez-Palmer

Danielle Powell

Athena Nazario

Palo Alto Networks

Bryan Powers

Dan Nelson

Charlotte Palu

Sherrie Prasad

Christina Netane

Gene Ryan Pangan

G. E. and Teresa Proaño

Tim and Pauline Netane

Ariane Pannell

Theodore Pullen

Network for Good

Katrina Pantig

Sharon Quach

Nate Nevado

Nancy Paolini

Margaret Quattrin

Carol Newkirk

Diane Papan

Daniel Chen and Deborah Quinn-Chen

Bernadette Newland

Gina Papan

Dr. Rafii

Joy Ng

Albert and Marie Paparelli

Janaki Ramachandran

Carl and Wenlan Ng

Sandhya Pappu

Elizabeth Ramirez

Bill Niemann

Rhoel Paragas

Andrew Ramos

Jose Noble

Ashley Parham

Anniqua Rana

Gabriela Nocito

Carmel Pariseau

Heidi Rank

Tomoko Noguchi

Peter Parkinson

Athena Rapues

Lucia Nolasco

Andrea Parks

Jim Ratcliffe

Maria Norris

David and Patricia Parsons

Ian Ratzer

Northern California Carpenters Regional
Council

Christopher Patnoe

Recology Inc.

Novality LLC

Roderick Penalosa

Danni Redding Lapuz

Celia Pender

Robert Redlinger

Nancy Pendergast

Redwood City-San Mateo County Chamber Of
Commerce

Jose and Lupe Nunez
Thomas Nuris
Rosemary Nurre
Briane Nuval
Charles O’Brien
Eileen O’Brien
William O’Brien

Pepsi Bottling Group
Felix and Maria-Elena Perez
Marian Perez
Rebecca Perez
Nicholas Perez

Redwood High School Student Body Fund
David Reed
Regency Centers
Jeanmarie Reginato
Michael Reiner
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Rene Renard

SAMCEDA

Maksym Sloyko

Republic Services

San Francisco Education Fund

Smart Scholarship Funding Corporation

Robert Reyen

San Mateo County Central Labor Council AFLCI0

SMCCCD Retirees

San Mateo County Community College District

Kenneth Smith

Francis Reyes
Jim Richards and Bette Brockman
Justin Rico
Maria Rivas
Rafael Rivera

San Mateo County/Silicon Valley Convention &
Visitors Bureau
San Mateo Credit Union

Christopher and Jennifer Smith
Susan Smith
SMPS SFBAC
Brittney Sneed

Sara Rivera

San Mateo High School Bearcat Parent Teacher
Organization

Gregorio Roa

San Mateo Rotary Foundation

Jillian Soriano

Cynthia Robbins-Roth

San Mateo Union High School District

Jacob Soto

Robert and Nancy Williams Charitable Fund

Linsey Sandrew

Paul Spakowski

Dane Roberts

Rudy Sanfilippo and Deanna Wieman

Sparer Fishman Charitable Fund

Lucie Roberts

Jackie Santizo

Shane Spiegelman

Dale and Lisa Robertson

Janice Sapigao

Sprinkler Fitters Local NO. 483

Renette Robillard

Lee Schaff

Srinija Srinivasan

Jasmine Robinson

Jeff Scheller

Greg and KrisAnn St. Clair

Rodan Builders, Inc.

Tiffany Schmierer

St. Vincent De Paul Society

Amir Ben-Efraim and Sandra Rodrigues BenEfraim

Jeffrey Schneider and Jane Denton

Jane Stahl

Schneider Electric

Jeanne Stalker

Scholarship - CSM

Michael Stanford

Scholarship America

State of Hawaii Department of Education

Scholarship Associates, Inc.

James Steidel

Linda Scholer

Peter Stephan

School Of Martial Arts and Hip Hop

Susanne Stevens

Shelley Schreiber

William Stiefel

Liz Schuler

Dennis Stover

Kenneth Schwartz

Amanda Stowers

Milton and Betty Schwartz

Stephen Strasburg

Frank and Karen Schwarz

Michael Stroud

Valerie Schwimmer

Pcyeta Stroud

Shirley Schwoerer

Regina Stroud

Randee Seiger

Chris Strugar-Fritsch

Sequoia Federal Credit Union

Salim Suleiman

Sequoia Healthcare District

Colin Sullivan

Sequoia Hospital

Roger and Virgina Summit

James Serrano

Jon Swartz

William Calvin and Michal Foriest Settles

Swinerton Management & Consulting Inc.

Adam Sevillia

Sundarath Tan

Sharon Cushman Family Philantropic Fund

Edward Tatola

Hiroko Sheehan

Natalia Tatola

Katrina Sherman

Kueni Taumalolo

Siemens Industry, Inc.

Cecilia Taylor

Signet Testing Labs, Inc.

John Taylor and Taylor Linda

David Signorello

Lynn Taylor

Blanca Siguenza

Jennifer Taylor-Mendoza

Patricia Siguenza

Lisa Tealer

Silicon Valley Community Foundation

Teen Success, Inc.

Nina Silk

David Tempero

Gregory Taylor and Diane Silven

Theresa Tentes

Douglas Silverstein

Terracon Consultants, Inc.

Michael and Angie Simon

Imelda Terrazas

Andrew Simpson

Elizabeth Terzakis

Chad Simpson

Olivia Teter

Sapna Singh

Jill Thacker

David and Margaret Skaff

The Blume Foundation

Skyline College Academic Senate

The Elaine and Vincent Bell Foundation

Bernata Slater

The Ruth M. Reuter Education in Health Fund

Frank Rodriguez
Philip Roeder
Tom Roehm
Melissa Rohlfs
Richard Rojo
Kenneth Rolandelli
Michael Rolleri
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Roost
Ken Roost
Erika Rosal
Paul Roscelli
Jeremy Roschelle and Audrey Garfield
Marilyn Rosekind
Emily Rosenberg
Jens Rosenkrantz
Dale Barnes and Ellen Rosenstein
Barbara Ross
Kathleen Ross
Rotary Club of Menlo Park Foundation
Rotary Service Fund of Burlingame
Mike Rothenberg and Jenny Roost-Rothenberg
Sheldon Rothenberg
Timothy Rottenberg
Christine Roumbanis
Chad Rout-Thompson
Bianca Rowden-Quince
RSS Consulting
Kirill Rudenko
Paul Rueckhaus
James Ruigomez
Kennya Ruiz
Christina Ruiz-Esparza
William and Sherrean Rundberg
Kenyon and Lauren Rupnik
Kim Saccio Kent
June Sakaguchi
Chad and Michelle Sakaguchi
Jan Salas
Salesforce.org
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Grace Sonner

The Westphal Family Foundation

Mike Vidra

Hugh Williamson

Annie Theodos

Brandon Villa

Rhonda Willingham

Ryan Thompson

John Villalobos

Janice Willis

Chad Thompson

Michael Villeggiante

Don Willis

Dennis Thompson

Michelle Vinas

Jim Wilmore

Sabrina Thompson

Vitas Paul and Julia Viskanta

Janis Wisherop

Carole Thurmond Wills

Vitality and Abundance LLC

Nancy Witte

Carmi Ticehurst

Olivia Viveros

Chris Witzel and Mary Jo Ottman

Juliet Tiffany-Morales

Andrea Vizenor

Gary and Danielle Wohl

Laddawan and Thomas Tilden

Chantal Vongsaly

Andreas Wolf

Allan Tina

Peter Vorametsanti

Dan and Nancy Wolford

Jonathan Tioseco

Glenn and Celene Voyles

Women’s Missionary Council CME Church

Theresa Tioseco

Gerald Vurek

Dennis Wong

Adrienne Tissier

Stacey Wagner

Ira Wong

Ryan Tognetti

Russell Waldon

Karen Wong

Eric Boutacoff and Carlene Tonini-Boutacoff

Chikako Walker

Linda Wong

Rebecca Toporek

Kenneth Walker

Kim Woo and Christine Woo

Mary Tormey

Walker River Paiute Tribe

Susan Woo

Maynard Von Torres

Ian and Julia Wall

Bill Woods

Total Wine & More

Ian Wallace

Woodside High School

Elizabeth Tough

Nicole Wallace

Judy Worster

Alejandra Tovar

Yvonne Walsh

WSC Crush - BFCA

Town of Colma

Elizabeth Ward

XL Construction Corporation

Randolph and Dawn Townsend

Carina Warne

Polin Yadak

Michael Trainor

Bradley Waugh

Judy Yamamoto

Richard and Leelee Treadwell

Robert Way

Jerry Yang

Michael Trevelyan

Barlow Weaver

Christine Yelda

Jessica Tsang

Jane Weidman

Deepthi Yellamraju

John Tseng

David and Kathleen Weisenberg

Clair Yeo-Sugajski

Kantaly Tulloch

Jim Weishaar

Nancy Yeung Lam

John Ulloa

Stephanie Wells

Frank and Barbara Young

Teresa Grace Uniacke

Wells Fargo Foundation

YourCause, LLC

United Way California Capital Region

Pam Welty

Mona Yuchengco

University of the Aftermarket Foundation

Wendee Foundation

Anthony Yuen and Vanessa Reeves

UPS Foundation

David Westbrook

Judy Yuen Ng

Urbanek Family Foundation

Elinor Westfold

Marco Zagha

Katherine Ury

Jean-Marie White

Kathy Zbikowski-Taylor

Yolanda Valenzuela

Lucy Wicks

Lloyd and Rita Zeitman

Brenda Vanisi

Maureen Wiley

William and Maria Zempel

Ingrid Vargas

Robert and May Wilkinson

Zephyr Real Estate

Verde Design Inc

Jessica Williams

Cathy Zhu

Achint Verma

Jeremiah Williams

Jeffrey Zieba

Vertical Raise Trust Account

Stuart Williamson

Eric Zirbel
Chris Zografos
Claudia Zornow
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YEAR-END 2020
ENDOWMENT DONORS
AAUW/Ethel Gayman Endowment Fund

Helen Hausman Fund, Arthur Hausman

Allan R. Brown Scholarship Fund, Kathleen Brown

Hewett-Berdon Memorial Scholarship Fund

Anne Marquart Scholarship Fund, Anne Marquart

Hohbach Family Endowed Scholarship Fund, Marilyn Hohbach

Anne Moon Scholarship Fund

Horticulture Club Scholarship Fund

ASCSM Athletics Endowment Fund

Howard B. Kaster Memorial Fund, Nessie Chesebrough

Big Smile Scholarship Fund, Mary P. Mastrobattista and Rick Bennett

Howard Immekus Memorial Scholarship Endowed Fund

Bonnie Chastain Scholarship Fund

Humanity through Student Art - Competition

Bonnie G. Rattner Women in Broadcasting Fund, Bonnie G. Rattner

Iliff Award Fund

Bulldog Scholar Athlete Fund

In Honor of Tim O’Connell Scholarship Fund, Patricia Bresee

Canada College A2B Program Endowed Fund

James Gally Margah and Michelle Margah Jones Endowment,
Gertrude Margah

Carl E. Ward Scholarship Fund
Carlena & C.S. Jum Morris Scholarship Fund
Cecilia A. Hopkins Scholarship Fund, Cecilia Hopkins
Charles Ferreira Educational Fund, Bill Quinn
Christine Ryland Scholarship Fund, Christine Ryland and Gordon Ringold
Claire D. Motroni Scholarship Fund, Thomas and Heidi Motroni
Classified Senate of Canada Fund
Connie Barthold Scholarship Fund, Christine Ryland and Gordon Ringold
CSM Child Development Center Fund
Darryl Usher Memorial Scholarship Fund, Alma Usher
Dave And Gundi McKean Scholarship, David Hildegund McKean

James R. & Hope A. Tormey Memorial Endowment Fund
Jean Evelyn Letsinger Endowed Scholarship Fund, Jean Letsinger
Jean Weber Page Family Scholarship Fund
Joe Drummond Nelson Scholarship Fund, Paul Nelson
John H. Grady Scholarship Fund
Julio Bortolazzo Scholarship Fund
Ken Hamilton and Jessica Diane Memorial Scholarship Fund,
Diane Hamilton Palmer
Kern Richmond Scholarship Fund, Gregg Atkins
Kocmich-Neal Music Scholarship Fund

David Levy Asher Memorial Scholarship Fund, Ingeborg C. Asher

Laura Hill Griffin Scholarship Fund, Edward Bathold, Christine Ryland,
and Gordon Ringold

Donalida Merillat Endowed Scholarship

Len Geimer Award Fund

Douglas Ross Memorial Scholarship Fund, Barbara Ross

Lewis Family STEM Scholarship

Dr. Steve Shire Endowment Scholarship, Maria Yang

Lionel & Bernadine Goularte Scholarship, Jack Rogers

Edward A. Kusich Memorial Scholarship Fund

Lois Mueller Memorial Scholarship Fund, Allen Mueller

Edward Barthold Scholarship Fund, Christine Ryland and Gordon Ringold

Lorraine K. Peters Scholarship Fund

Edward D. Worrell Memorial Engineering Scholarship Fund

Lt. Harold Bogan Memorial Scholarship Fund

Eleanore D. Nettle Scholarship Fund, Philip Nettle

Lucile Koshland Scholarship Fund

Elizabeth Egan Arts Scholarship, Philip Egan

Marcia Mahood Scholarship Fund, Marcia Mahood

Ellis W. Garlington Scholarship Fund

Margaret S. Gerlinger Nurses Scholarship Fund

F.L. Griffin Scholarship Fund, Christine Ryland and Gordon Ringold

Maria I. Cardenas Scholarship Fund

Florence Jaffy Memorial Scholarship Fund

Marlene V. Carder-Jobaris Scholarship Fund

Frances Emma Wagner Anthropology Scholarship Fund

Mary Topalis Trust for CSM School of Nursing Fund, George Topalis

Frank and Marie Fahey Scholarship Fund, Jim Fahey

Massole-Schroter Scholarship Fund

Frank Chock Yuen Louie Memorial Scholarship Fund, William F. Louie

Meyer Excellence in Teaching Fund, Philip Y. Meyer and Jan Meyer

Fredric Poehr Music Scholarship Fund

Michael John Clemens Scholarship Fund

G.W. Williams Investment Fund, G.W. Williams Foundation

Michael L. Breslin Memorial Scholarship Fund

Garcia, Jimenez, Orozco, Trasvina Scholarship Fund

Mildred Howard Stickney Scholarship Fund, Eugene Howard

George & Catherine Pomeroy Scholarship Fund

Nature/Ecology Preservation Fund

George Van Vliet Aero. Scholarship Fund

Patricia L. Griffin Scholarship Fund, Patricia L. Griffin

GHB Endowed Scholarship Fund
Global Beca Foundation for San Mateo Colleges Scholarship

Philip and Ellis Garlington Scholar Athlete Scholarship Fund,
Philip Garlington

Gregory Rouse Music Memorial Scholarship Fund

Ray and Peggy Daba Scholarship Fund, Ray Daba

Gus Pagels Scholarship Fund

Robert and Toni Oyster Endowed Scholarship Fund, Toni Oyster

Harry Alton, M.D. Memorial Scholarship Fund, Mahmea Alton

Robert C. Garvey Scholarship Fund

Helen Chipp Berryhill Memorial Fund

Robert Stiff Scholarship Fund, Edward Bathold, Christine Ryland,
and Gordon Ringold
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Robin V. Daly Memorial Scholarship Fund
Ronald F. Weidman Theatre Arts Fund, Jane Weidman
Rosalie O’Mahony Mathematics/Civil Engineering Scholarship,
Rosalie O’Mahony
Roy Webster Memorial Scholarship Fund
Ruth H. Weston Scholarship Fund, Margaret Lanphier
Samuel A. Francis Scholarship Fund
San Mateo Scholarship for Local Government Studies Fund
Sara Boddinghouse Coastside Scholarship Fund
SMCCCD Retirees’ Scholarship Fund
SMCCCF Promise Scholarship Fund
SMCCCF Reserve Fund
SMCCCF Scholarship Fund
SMCCCF Scholarship Fund - CSM
Soroptimists Club of Burlingame/San Mateo Fund
South San Mateo Women’s Club Minnie Moore Memorial Fund
Sumie & Iwao Motoyama Communications Studies Scholarship Fund,
Catherine Motoyama
Susan Duckworth Memorial Fund
The Joy Trust, Sandra Marquess
The Radcliffe Fund
Toby Merman Memorial Scholarship Fund, Hal and Pat Gelb

ENDOWMENT: THE GIFT OF A FUTURE
When you establish an endowed scholarship fund,
you create a legacy with a long-term, sustained
impact. An endowed scholarship turns dreams of
higher education and career success into a reality
today and for generations of students to come.
There are many ways you can establish your legacy
with an endowed scholarship fund — you can donate
today, you can remember SMCCCF in your will or
trust with an endowed scholarship fund, or you can
designate unused retirement money. Whichever way
you create an endowed fund, the name of the fund
will live on to help students achieve their dreams.
For more information about establishing an endowed
scholarship fund, visit the SMCCC Foundation
website: foundation.smccd.edu/scholarships/index.
php or call Executive Director Tykia Warden at
650.358.6860.

Tom Martinez Appreciation Award Fund
Ulysses & Marjorie Simonds Scholarship Fund, Marjorie Simonds
William (Bill) Douglas Pittman Endowed Scholarship,
Alan and Dorothy Calvin
Woman’s Club of San Mateo Fund
Woo Family Scholarship Fund, Susan Woo
The impact report list of donors contains names of individuals, corporations,
and foundations that have made gifts to SMCCC Foundation between
July 1, 2019 and June 30, 2020 and all endowment funds. If your name
was omitted in error or listed incorrectly, please contact Dafna Kapshud at
kapshudd@smccd.edu or 650.358.6791.
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SMCCCF BOARD MEMBERS
AND STAFF
Board Members
Sheryl Axline
Katie Bliss
André M. Cuerington
Maurice Goodman, Trustee, SMCCCD
Patricia L. Griffin
Claire Mack
Aaron McVean
Ken Oliver
John Pimentel, Trustee, SMCCCD
Patricia Siguenza
Bernata Slater
Anthony Yuen

Ex-Officio
Michael Claire, Chancellor, SMCCCD
Kim Lopez, Interim President, College of San Mateo
Jamillah Moore, President, Cañada College
Melissa Moreno, President, Skyline College

Emeritus
John Hamilton

Foundation Staff
Tykia Warden, Executive Director
Anthony Djedi, Business Manager
Kathleen Harris, Development Director
Dafna Kapshud, Marketing & Communications Manager
Melissa Rohlfs, Alumni Relations and Development Manager
Felicia Ward, Donor Relations Manager
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IMPACT REPORT YEAR-END 2020

STUDENTS
FIRST
YOUR IMPACT IS MORE
IMPORTANT THEN EVER
BEFORE.

Mission Statement
We provide the philanthropic
support that helps San Mateo County
Community College District students
take full advantage of the programs
and services at the three colleges of the
San Mateo County Community College
District: Cañada College, College of San
Mateo, and Skyline College.
The San Mateo County Community Colleges
Foundation is a tax-exempt, 501(c)(3)
nonprofit organization, tax ID number
94-6133905.

FOUNDATION.SMCCD.EDU
The ongoing generosity of our donors has ensured
that thousands of students have been able to
attend the District’s colleges and have realized a
better life.

VISIT US AT:
FOUNDATION.SMCCD.EDU
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